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MASTERCLASS :  VISION
In this Masterclass, we take everything we've learned so far and create/ update
our 5-year visions. You will learn more about visioning, see examples of visions,
and get coaching on making our visions even better!

Learn the fundamental principles of Vision.
Crafting/ refining your 2-page Vision.
Learn about visioning with others.
Learn about inviting other people into Visioning, and identify 2 people.
Create your next action step(s).

In this Masterclass on Supports you will accomplish:
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#CELEBRATE  WINS
_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

What are your wins from the last week? OR… What did you learn?

BLACK HISTORY  MONTH
EA Club is a safe space
My continued learning on Antiracism
Reflections on:

Equity
Intersectionality

https://www.empoweringability.org/9insightsonhome/
https://www.empoweringability.org/9insightsonhome/
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WHAT IS  VISION?
“Vision is the way we see the world. It differs from one person to another. It is
possible for people to have different content in their vision. We might have no
vision on some subjects because we have never seen them before, where other
areas we might have detailed visions. Vision might change over time – our life
experiences shift our vision." -Micheal Kendrick
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_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Notes:

Vision is a direction, not a destination.

“A vision with opportunities can create life-giving possibilities. Without that there
can be no sense that these possibilities exist. [For example] A lot of people with
disabilities were raised with the belief that work and employment would not be a
part of their future. This persuades people through conditioning and
reinforcements [what they will not work] through other people’s world views. This
might mean that people have many undeveloped, unrecognized potentials and
capacities that are never explored because of the limited vision for them and also
the conviction that they don’t exist.” -Micheal Kendrick
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2 - PAGE  5 -YEAR VISION
Living document

Introduction
The essence of the person
Current valued roles
Capability
Relationships
Contribution
Home
Support & Finances
Awesomeness
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YOUR  INTRODUCTION
The essence of the person

personality
character
Spirit
Uniqueness

Valued Roles
The ways in which the person contributes to the lives of others.

Introduction Example: Sarah is an energetic person who lights up with joy when
with other people. Sarah loves going to her favourite places with friends, and you
can often catch her at her local Starbucks. At times, she is hesitant to try new
things, but when she is with her friends she loves to explore the community.
Sarah is a daughter, sister, good neighbour, and a thoughtful friend. Sarah is a
responsible homeowner and she lives with her pet cat Annabelle. She contributes
at the YMCA front desk by making members feel welcome, and she is working on
breaking into the fashion industry!
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What unique qualities does the person have that people notice?
What are the things the person is really good at? (i.e. Strengths)
What are the things the person enjoys? (i.e. Interests)
What valued roles does your loved one currently hold?

Introduction Guiding Questions: 
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CAPABILITY  VISION

Believe in the person.
The opportunity to try/ holding the person capable.
Decision making.
Right amount & type of supports.
The Goldilocks Principle (small steps)

What learning and growth experiences is the person going to have? (Home &
community)
How is the change muscle going to be flexed regularly?
How has the person become less codependent and more self-reliant/
interdependent?

Increasing self-reliance (I.e., independence) by raising the expectations of what a
person is capable of doing, with the right amount of supports.

Capability Example: I’ve learned how to keep and manage my own home. Every
week I do my own laundry, make my meals, do my shopping, take care of my cat
and keep my home clean. I've learned to schedule my supporters when I need
them and ask them for help when I need it. In my community, I take the bus to
work, do my shopping, and visit friends. Every week I try to learn at least one new
thing. When people try to do something for me, I ask them to do the task with me.
I can use my cellphone to call for help when I need it.

Capability Guiding Questions: 
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RELATIONSHIP  VISION
Different types of relationships (Intimate, friend, participation, exchange).
Paid support is not the friend but a bridge to relationship.
Personal support networks (I.e. support circle) is a way to be intentional about
relationships.

What does your loved one's personal support network look like in 5-years?
What relationships have been deepened?
How is paid support helping to build new relationships? (i.e. acting as a bridge
to relationship.)

Relationships are core to our happiness and life opportunities.

Relationship Example: I have a formal support circle with 8 friends as circle
members. We meet every 8 weeks, and they help me to make decisions and try
new things. I also do fun things with my circle members outside of my circle
meetings. I've developed close relationships with my neighbours by being a good
neighbour, and they keep an eye out for me. I see or talk to my mom/dad/ or
brother every day. I belong to a women's social group, and we explore various
restaurants in the community each month. My paid supports help me build
relationships with my neighbours and in the community.

Relationship Guiding Questions: 
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CONTRIBUTION  VISION
Enhancing image
Enhancing competency
Valorizing existing roles.
Building new positive roles.
Paid employment.

What does employment look like for your family member?
What existing roles has your loved one valorized?
What are two (2) new positive roles that your loved one has developed?

Contribution is giving to others in a way that others view as valued.

Contribution Example: I have a paid job in the fashion industry, and I work 20-
hours per week. I am using my gift of welcoming people and using my uplifting
energy in my career. I plan the birthday parties and special events for my mom,
dad and brother. I love surprising them and making them happy. I am a good
neighbour because I bake for my neighbours, and I help plan/ lead community
events. My neighbours see me as a leader who brings the community together.

Contribution Guiding Questions: 
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HOME VISION
Individualized home. I.e., What is absolutely best for the person?
Where might be best, and what type of home might be best?
Living alone or with a roommate(s).
Supportive roommate(s).

What type of home would be best?
What location would be best?
Who would be best to live with?
What supports might be best? (Think about Supportive roommate, supportive
neighbours, paid supports, family, etc.)

Home is a feeling, a place of freedom, and a place of security.

Home Example: I live in a two-bedroom condo in Guelph with a grocery store,
Starbucks and bus stop within walking distance. My home is accessible for my
physical needs so that I can use the kitchen and bathroom on my own. I use
technology to help me with front door safety, cleaning, cooking, and lighting. My
family lives close by so that I can call for help if I need it. I might live with a
roommate if I need additional support. I control who comes in and out of my
home, and I've picked the decor that I want in my home.

Contribution Guiding Questions: 
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SUPPORT  &  FINANCE  VISION

The right amount of supports.
Separating supports.
Investing supports.
Supportive technology.
Managing finances.

How are we investing our paid support/ funding?
How can we separate our funding to access more of what we need?
What financial supports are in place for our loved one?
How is our family member managing money?

Support and finances are designing the right support for the person and
managing a sustainable budget.

Support & Finance Example: My paid support helps me explore my interests and
build relationships in the community 10 hours per week. Paid support has helped
me to gain keep paid employment. My paid support helps me 3 hours per day to
manage my personal care and make healthy meals in my home. I instruct my paid
supporters on how to help me best. I use public transportation to help me with my
transportation needs. I have my own bank card, credit card, and I pay my own
bills. My family and a bookkeeper help with the administration of my supports.

Support & Finance Questions: 
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AWESOMENESS  VISION
Health & Fitness
Spirituality
Culture
Fun & Adventure
Love & Romance
Other...

What could the following life domains look like in 5-years? (Health & Fitness,
adventure & fun, family life, spirituality, leisure, mental health, creativity,
places, etc.)
Start with 2 areas of life that are most important to your family member.

Awesomeness is the other life areas that are really important to a person.

Support & Finance Questions: 

INVITING  THE  RIGHT  PEOPLE
Video: Learning to Imagine Better with Micheal Kendrick
https://youtu.be/EJykkqzJEEU

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Notes:

VISIONING  WITH  OTHERS :
Sometimes we need others to uphold a bigger vision for us than we can hold
ourselves.
Our vision can be limited to our current set of experiences; others can help us
expand our vision through their collection of experiences.
Including your loved one in this thinking.
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VISIONING  WITH  OTHERS :
Who are two visionary (creative/open-minded) people in our network that we can
invite to share their ideas?

YOUR  NEXT  STEP :
What is your next small step(s)?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

FAMILY  LEADERSHIP
“Vision won’t prosper unless there are leaders that mobilize people around the
vision. You have to have buy-in and you have to win the buy-in of others. [This is]
Not just individual leadership, but collective leadership. Investments in visionary
leadership are a good investment. You also need leadership renewal because it is
a long journey. People need ways to become renewed and to get energy. A lot of
this comes in the way of social networks. Renewal of vision is important, so you
need renewal. It takes leadership to get the implementation of vision.”
 -Micheal Kendrick

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

AN OPEN  INVITATION
Invite those two other people to a phone call/ facetime to share the vision and ask
for their visionary ideas by the end of the month.

Do you accept my invitation? ________________________________
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HOW DO WE  IMPLEMENT?
Remember this is a 5-year vision.
Vision is a direction, and vision evolves.
One small step at a time!
Start with what is easy to build momentum. (low hanging fruit)
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DESIGNING  EXPERIMENTS
Rules of Thumb:
1) Low energy: Less than 2 hours of effort.
2) Low cost: Less than $100.
3) Simplify.
4) Might need to try more than once.

WHAT YOU ACCOMPLISHED…
Learned the fundamental principles of Vision.

Crafted/ refined my 2-page Vision.

Learned about visioning with others.

Learned about inviting other people into Visioning and identified 2 people.

Created my next action step(s).

Together, lets take a small step forward!  You've got this.
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